
The all in 1, compact carry-case which allows you to score, measure, 
trim, embellish, create envelopes, boxes, shaped card blanks, and so 
much more…

Visit our web site: www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

The all-in-one, compact carry-case which allows you 
to score, measure, trim, embellish; and create boxes, 
shaped card blanks, envelopes and so much more…

®
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Introduction
The Ultimate Crafter’s Companion is our greatest 
product yet. It not only builds on the features of 
the award-winning Top Score and Enveloper Pro 
tools, but also includes some superb new utilities, 
such as a dedicated paper trimmer and envelo-box 
creator. Best of all, the whole package is bundled 
into a handy, portable carry case.

The Ultimate Crafters Companion really is a 
crafter’s Pandora’s Box. We hope you enjoy using it 
as much as we’ve enjoyed putting it together!

Envelope making (page 15)

Card making (page 4)

Make standard and three-dimensional envelopes 
using the innovative envelope folding gridlines. Using 
our simple-to-follow 6-step instruction guide, you can 
make envelopes in over 15 different styles and shapes, 
quickly and easily.

Fold perfect cards, simply and effectively with this easy-
to-use card-scoring facility. Each scoreline is clearly 
marked with the basic fold names for easy identification 
and this instruction booklet shows you how to use the 
board to make simple cards, or more advanced creations 
such as popout, concertina and aperture cards.

Box maker (page 10)

Embossing shapes (page 18)

Make boxes in any shape or size with this custom-
designed box-making function. It’s been engineered so 
that the box and lid will fit together perfectly, regardless 
of the style you choose. Boxes can be made to any 
specification, in depths of multiples of half an inch right 
up to 3.5”.

A selection of popular designs to dry emboss into 
your card and box projects. Various themes appear 
throughout the board, with decorative borders and 
corners as well as the popout shape templates and 
decorative images featured here. 

Paper trimmer (page 9)

Storage compartment

Experienced crafters know how handy paper trimmers 
are, so we’ve built one in! Measurements are clearly 
marked in centimetres, inches and standard card sizes 
for reference. The trimmer includes its own cutting 
mouse and folds away into a special area of the storage 
compartment.

The handy pivot-centre storage compartment allows 
you to store everything you need to hand when using 
The Ultimate Crafter’s Companion, including the paper 
trimmer and associated extras, the double-ended 
scoring tool and this instruction booklet.

� �
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Card making
This section of the case is designed to fold 
all different sizes, styles and shapes of card 
using A4 or A5 cardstock. 

Simply place your cardstock onto the board 
with the shorter edge butted up against the 
sidebar, and read along the markings to 
determine which line to score down. 

Use the pointed edge of your scoring tool to 
crease the cardstock into the groove, then 
fold along your creased line, and run the side 
of the scoring tool down the fold to create a 
professional finish.

Basic half-fold

Gatefold

Use the ‘Half-fold A4’ and ‘Half-fold A5’ lines to put 
a single score-line into the centre of your cardstock 
for a basic-fold card. This is the most common and 
simplest of card-making folds. The Ultimate Crafter’s 
Companion will help you to get this fold right every 
time you make it!

For a large gatefold card, score down the ‘Gatefold 
A4’ line, turn the card 180 degrees and score again 
on the same line. Crease both scored lines inwards 
for the outside edges to meet in the centre. The same 
technique is used on an A5 piece of cardstock using 
the ‘Gatefold A5’ line for a small gatefold card.

� �
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Tri-fold

Slimline

Using A4 paper, score down the ‘Tri-fold A4’ line, then 
turn the card over, place the opposite short edge 
against the sidebar and score the same line again. 
Crease one fold away from you, and the other towards 
you to form a 3-part card. You can also cut away a 
panel to form a single-fold DL Size Card.

For a standard slimline, take an A5 sheet of card, 
place the longer edge against the sidebar and score 
down the ‘Gatefold A5’ line. For a short-slimline, place 
this card back onto the board with the shorter edge 
against the sidebar and score the ‘Half-fold A4’ line. 
Trim off the excess panel. For a ‘notelet’ size card, 
repeat this step but using the ‘5” square fold’ line.

Square

�

For a large 6” square card, perform the half-fold technique on an A4 sheet of 
card, then turn the card through 90 degrees and butt the long edge up against 
the sidebar, and score the ‘Half-fold A4’ line again. Using the trimmer, cut off the 
excess waste from the bottom of the sheet.
 
For a 5” square card, use the same technique of scoring the card twice, using the 
‘5” square Fold’ line and cut off the excess. For a 4” card, fold a sheet of A4 card 
into a tri-fold card, cut away one of the panels, and put it back on the board with 
the short edge against the sidebar. Score the half-fold A4 line and crease the fold.

Concertina
For a 3-fold concertina, fold a tri-fold card. Cut away a diagonal section running 
from the end of the first panel to mid-way down the far-edge (as shown below)

For a 4-fold concertina, begin with A4 cardstock, and score both the ‘Gatefold/
Concertina A4’ and the ‘Half-fold A4’, then turn the card around and score again 
down the ‘Gatefold/Concertina A4’ line to split the card into 4 equal panels (as 
described above). Then cut away a diagonal section running from the end of the 
first panel to mid-way down the far-edge. For a 4-fold mini-concertina, repeat the 
above, but using the ‘Gatefold/Concertina A5’ and ‘Half-fold A5’ lines instead.
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1. For any shape popout 
you need to begin with two 
sheets of A4 cardstock, 
fold one as a plain half-
fold A4 card and the other 
as a 4-fold concertina 
card (see previous pages). 

2. Take the 4-fold scored 
card, and crease down the 
centre line to fold the card 
in half. Place this card 
against one of the popout 
template shapes on the 
outer case of the board. 

3. Place the creased 
side up against the 
raised edges and using 
the scoring tool’s round 
edge, trace the shape, 
beginning with your tool in 
the channel to the side of 
the shape. 

4. Now cut the inside of 
the shape. Apply double 
sided tape in the 2 outer 
panels at the far edge 
and on the inside of the 
crease. 

5. To make the popout, 
take the half-fold card and 
butt the shorter edge up 
against the sidebar. Then 
position the first panel of 
your 4-fold card above, 
and against the sidebar to 
give a neat edge.

6. Place the other edge 
of the card against the 
sidebar and position the 
final edge of the 4-fold 
card above it in the same 
way as the previous step. 

- As well as the embossed shapes on the board, you can make any design on the 
inside of your popout simply by drawing your own shape freehand. As long as your 
shape is symmetrical and does not extend past the second scored line on your card, 
then it will work.

- You can also make a small popout card in exactly the same way using A5 cardstock. 
The two blanks would be an A5 half-fold card, and an A5 concertina.

� �

Using the paper trimmer

1. To begin using the 
paper trimmer you need to 
first clip it into place. Take 
the trimmer parts out of 
the storage compartment 
and lie them flat over the 
centre of the opened-out 
case.

2. The hinge section of 
the ruler should be at the 
top of the board and the 
opening clip section at the 
bottom. Once the ruler is 
lined up over the hinges, 
it will clip into place with a 
firm push downwards.

3. The cutting mouse is 
stored separately in the 
storage compartment 
and clips into place in the 
sliding gap in the top ruler. 
It will then slide freely up 
the ruler as desired. 

4. To cut your paper or 
card, unclip the bottom 
end of the ruler by pulling 
firmly upwards on the 
ridge. Slide your paper or 
card underneath and clip 
the ruler back into place. 

5. Butt your card up 
against either the top or 
bottom edge of the box-
maker side of the case 
and then adjust to the 
desired width for cutting.

6. Press the cutting 
mouse firmly down and 
slide down the ruler to 
form a neat cut.

- The markings on the board are clearly displayed in both centimetres and inches.
- There are marked gridlines to the right of the trimmer to help line up your paper.
- To the left of the trimmer there are 2 butting edges, to help ensure your card is cut at 
a perfect right-angle. 
- Also to the left are markings for cutting standard size A4, A5, and A6 card.
- There are also clear centimetre and inch markings on the top ruler.

Please note that whilst the paper trimmer is clipped into place you cannot use the 
underside of the case, nor can you close the case.

Popout cards
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Basic box technique
This section of the case is used for box-making. You can create boxes of all shapes 
and sizes using the same basic technique as outlined below.

11

1. Cut 2 sheets of card 
– identical in size.
Top Tip: one of these will 
form the box lid, one the 
box base. You can save 
on expensive decorative 
cardstock by using a 
plainer card for the base.

2. Take the card you 
have chosen to form the 
box base and place it 
upside-down on the board 
with one edge butted up 
against the ‘box base’ 
sidebar. 

3. Using the pointed edge 
of the scoring tool, score 
the line of your choice. 
Note: the lines are spaced 
at 1/2 inch intervals 
which represents the 
depth of your box. Repeat 
on all edges of the card.

4. In each of the corners 
where the scored-lines 
intersect cut a small 
v-shaped notch. The first 
cut should be along one 
of the scored lines, and 
the diagonal line should 
be cut from the excess 
corner piece.  

5. To assemble the box, 
crease neatly along each 
of the scored lines using 
the edge of the scoring 
tool and then at each 
corner, tuck the flap inside 
of the box and secure 
using a wet glue such as 
PVA. 

6. Make the box lid in 
exactly the same way 
using the other sheet of 
card, but this time butt 
up against the ‘box lid’ 
sidebar to score your 
lines.

TOP TIP
To ensure that the glue sets in the correct place when assembling your box, hold your 
corners together using a paperclip or peg until the glue is dry.

10

The ‘Magic Ruler’ technique
If you have a specific object which you want to make a box for, you will need to 
measure your base cardstock to a specific size so that when you make the box, the 
item fits perfectly. The easiest way to do this, is using the ‘magic ruler’ technique.

1. Begin with the item 
you wish to make the box 
for, and determine what 
depth box you require (in 
multiples of 1/2 inch).
Top Tip: place the item 
against the box-maker 
pressed up against the 
‘box-base’ sidebar and 
judge which line depth will 
be adequate.

2. Take an excess piece of 
waste cardstock and place 
it against the ‘box base’ 
sidebar and score along 
your chosen line. Cut off 
this piece of card, and this 
will leave you with a strip 
of card the exact depth of 
your box. This becomes 
your ‘magic ruler’.

3. Place your object in 
the centre of your box-
cardstock and blue-tack. 
Position your magic-ruler 
against the first side 
of the object leaving a 
couple of mm between 
the object and the ruler. 
Use the outer edge of 
your ruler to draw a line to 
form the edge of your box.  

4. Repeat this on all 
sides of the object.  This 
technique can be used 
for any shape or size box. 
Note: If you want to make 
a box for a large object, or 
if you are making a very 
deep box, you may need 
cardstock larger than A4 
to make the box.  

5. Use the shape you have 
drawn as a template for 
your second sheet.
Top Tip: use the magic 
ruler to draw the shape 
on the plain card which 
you’re using for the base, 
then use the base as a 
template for the lid. That 
way, any mistakes are only 
on the plain card.

6. Follow the instructions 
on the previous page 
to score and assemble 
your box. Make sure that 
you use the same depth 
or number scoring line 
which you used create the 
magic-ruler. 
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You can also use the box-making facilities 
to measure and mark out aperture centres 
in your box. This technique can apply to any 
shape or size box.

You only require an aperture in the lid of your 
box and the markings are made when you do 
the initial scoring on the ‘box lid’ cardstock. 

When you come to score the box lid, firstly 
score along your desired line (determining 
the depth of box) and then also, using the 
rounded end of the scoring tool, gently score 
the next line down. 

Repeat this on all sides of the card, and you 
will end up with a smaller shape inside your 
scoring line.

Aperture Centres

Using a craft knife cut out the centre of 
the aperture and apply double sided tape 
on the inside of the box-lid between your 
aperture and the next scored line. Cut a 
piece of acetate to fit over the centre and 
position in place carefully ensuring that the 
acetate does not cross the second set of 
scored lines. Assemble the box lid as per the 
instructions on the previous pages.

You can also use this same technique to 
cut aperture centres into your cards. Simply 
butt the edge of your card against either box 
sidebar and score down the your chosen line. 
Rotate the card and repeat until you have a 
rectangular or square aperture to cut out. If 
you want an aperture which only covers part 
of the card-front, then for the bottom side try 
using a different line further into the board. 

1� 1�

Shaped Boxes
Boxes with more or less than 4 sided are made in the same way as outlined on the 
previous page, but need more work at the corners to ensure a professional finish 
to the edge. Start with 2 sheets of identical size card cut to shape. It helps if all 
sides of the shape are equal length but this is not essential. You can download 
free templates from our web site at: www.crafterscompanion.co.uk.

Triangular Boxes
Score the edges of your card on the desired lines 
according to the instructions on the previous 
page. Then at each corner, where the scored lines 
intersect, mark a right-angle (as shown right). 

Diamond shape boxes
Starting with 2 diamond shaped pieces of card, 
follow the box technique outlined previously. When 
you mark the right angles in the corners, you’ll find 
that 2 opposite corners will be the same technique 
as the triangular box, and the other 2 corners will 
be the same as for a box with more than 4 sides. 

Follow the instructions listed above for all corners 
taking extra care until you are more familiar with 
this shape box.

For each corner, cut along one of the marked 
lines and score the other and cut away any excess 
which is not required. Crease down all of the 
scored lines and assemble the box in the same 
way as you would for a standard shape box.

Boxes with 4+ sides
This is the same technique as for the triangular 
box, but the right-angle markings are in a slightly 
different place. Need more help? Then visit 
our web site where you can download free box 
templates: www.crafterscompanion.co.uk.

4-sided4-sided

Triangular

Triangular
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Wedge boxes
This is an unusual shape box which is folded using a single sheet of A4 cardstock 
and scored on the Card-folding section of the case.

1. Begin by scoring the A4 
cardstock on the ‘Half-fold 
A4’ line. Rotate the card 
and place it on the board 
the other way with the 
long-edge butted against 
the sidebar.

2. Using the ‘Half-fold A5’ 
line march a notch at the 
top and bottom of the 
card, but do not score all 
of the way down the line. 

3. Place the card over 
the board on a 45 degree 
angle and line up the end 
of your scored line and 
the notch at the top of the 
card against one of the 
grooves. Score this line. 

4. Repeat this on all 4 
corners and fold them 
inwards so that your box 
looks something like this. 

5. Crease along the 
centre-fold line to bring 
the top two flaps over to 
form a lid. 

6. Punch a hole through 
each of the sides of the 
card as shown here and 
thread a ribbon through 
the holes to hold the box 
together (shown below).

You can re-create the same box in different sizes by 
using different size pieces of cardstock. Once you have 
mastered the basic technique of scoring in half and 
marking the half-way lines on the remaining sides, this 
become an easy and quick box to make.

1�

Envelope making

1. Place your paper on 
the board with the corner 
positioned into the locator 
point and score down the 
first indicated groove. 

2. Rotate the paper 180 
degrees and score the 
opposite corner to the one 
you have just scored on 
the same line.

3. Score the remaining 
2 corners on the second 
indicated line according to 
the chart.

4. Fold the shorter outside 
edges towards the centre. 
Apply double-sided tape to 
the bottom flap’s edges.

5. Fold in this bottom flap 
and press down firmly to 
secure the tape.

6. To add a finishing touch 
you can tuck in the excess 
flap as shown here. 

This section is designed for scoring and folding 
Envelopes. If you have previously used an Enveloper 
Pro, then you will be familiar with the technique. The 
Envelope making facilities in the case here enable 
you to make both standard and 3-dimensional 
‘envelo-boxes’ (see following page). To accommodate 
the envelo-box facilities, each point (A, A1, B etc) has 
a double set of lines - the one on the left is thicker 

for card scoring, and the one 5mm to its right, is a standard paper scoring line. 

To make a standard envelope you only need to use the thinner line to the right 
at each point. For each size envelope begin by cutting a blank square of paper 
according to the chart opposite, and follow the instructions below scoring on the 
lines indicated in the chart.

To give your envelope a lick and stick flap, apply a thin layer of remoistenable 
adhesive (or envelope glue) to the top edges and leave to dry.
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C6 envelope
To fit an A6 card (A4 
folded into quarters)

Paper
size 21cm x 21cm

Use lines

B & D

C5 envelope
To fit an A5 card (A4 

folded in half)
Paper
size 28cm x 28cm

Use lines

D & E

DL envelope
To fit a DL card (A4 
folded into thirds)

Paper
size 24.5cm x 24.5cm

Use lines

B & E

Envelo-boxes

1. Place your card-blank 
onto the board with the 
corner positioned into the 
locator point and score 
1st set of indicated lines.

2. Your double score 
line should look like this. 
Repeat on the opposite
corner with the same line.

3. Score the remaining 
2 corners on the second 
indicated line according
to the chart.

4. At each corner where 
the lines intersect, cut out 
a small notch as shown 
here.

5. Fold in the two sides 
and apply double sided 
tape to the bottom edges.

6. Fold the bottom up to 
meet the sides and ensure 
that you have a neat 
corner before removing 
the tape backing.

As explained on the previous page, at each point on the Envelope-making
board, there is a double set of lines. For the standard envelopes, you only
use the line in the right of each set, but for 3D envelopes you need to
score both lines at each point. As with the standard envelope, you begin by
cutting a blank square - the same size as you would for the normal envelope
according to the chart opposite. We recommend using card instead of paper
for the envelo-boxes, and please note that this technique will not work for
very small envelopes.

1. Take a sheet of co-ordinating paper which is at least the same width as your 
envelope and long enough to full the desired space. Place your envelope over the 
top of the paper and trace around it.
2. Cut around the lines, and then trim an extra 2mm from each side.
3. Position your inner inside the envelope to check for size. If you are happy with the 
fit, then apply tape to your inner and position in the envelope.

To line your envelope or envelo-box

5” square envelope
To match 5” square card 

from the card making board
Paper
size 21cm x 21cm

Use lines

C & C

Mini-slim envelope
To match mini-slim card 

from the card making board
Paper
size 21cm x 21cm

Use lines

A1 & D1

4” square envelope
To match 4” square card 

from the card making board
Paper
size 17cm x 17cm

Use lines

B & B
Notelet envelope

To match notelet card from 
the card making board

Paper
size 17cm x 17cm

Use lines

A1 & C

Mini square envelope
Ideal for scrapbooking, tags 

or for mini-notelets
Paper
size 10cm x 10cm

Use lines

A1 & A1

Mini oblong envelope
Ideal for scrapbooking, tags 

or for mini-notelets
Paper
size 11cm x 11cm

Use lines

A & A1
ATC envelope
To fit an ATC card

Paper
size 12cm x 12cm

Use lines

A & A1

6” square envelope
To match 6” square card 

from the card making board
Paper
size 24.5cm x 24.5cm

Use lines

D & D

Slimline envelope
To fit A5 folded in half 

lengthways (7.5cm x 21cm)
Paper
size 22.5cm x 22.5cm

Use lines

E & A1
7”x 5” envelope

To fit specialised cards

Paper
size 24.5cm x 24.5cm

Use lines

D1 & C

7”x 4” envelope
To fit specialised cards

Paper
size 24.5cm x 24.5cm

Use lines

E & C

6”x 3” envelope
To fit specialised cards

Paper
size 21cm x 21cm

Use lines

D1 & B
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To begin, place your 
card over top of one of 
the embossing shapes. 
Remember to put the side 
on which you want the 
embossing to show face 
down. 

Decorative embossing lines

On the front panel of the case there are a number of decorative embossing motifs. 
The two larger shapes are used for making popout cards (see page 6) and the 
butterfly, star and heart are for decorating cards and boxes. For best results, 
emboss onto a lightweight cardstock such as a 200gsm.

Place the rounded end of 
the scoring tool on the card 
and into the channel. Follow 
the path of the channel until 
you have completed the 
shape. 

The edges of plain cards can be easily 
transformed into decorative edges
simply by embossing down the swirl 
and deckle edge patterns from the
card-scoring section of the board. 
Simply butt the edge of your card up
against the sidebar (as shown here) 
and gently follow the line of the shape
down the channel using the rounded 
edge of your scoring tool.

Place the corner of your card firmly 
against the 2 locator points as shown
here (with the front of your cardstock 
facedown). Using the rounded edge of
your scoring tool rub gently over the card 
until you find the channel, then follow the 
path until you have completed the shape. 

This may seem quite difficult at first as 
you cannot see where to score, however
it will become easier as you familiarize 
yourself with the shapes.

On the card-scoring section of the board there are also 2 decorative embossing 
lines. These can be used to create decorative edges on your cards.

TOP TIP
If you emboss the shape, then 
gently move the card 3mm to one 
side and emboss again, when 
you come to cut off the excess 
you will have an embossed line 
as well as a cutting guide.

TOP TIP
Remember to place the side you 
want the embossing to show 
face down on the board. This will 
ensure that you get a clear, crisp 
embossed line when you score 
along the line.

Embossing shapes

Embossed lines

Decorative corners
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Visit our web site: www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Collingwood House, Collingwood Street
Coundon, Bishop Auckland
County Durham, DL14 8LG

Email: info@crafterscompanion.co.uk

Interactive Craft 
CD-ROMs

Also available from Crafter’s Companion

Make stunning cards with your home PC

fi nd out more at 
www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

- Backing papers
- Matching inserts/envelopes/paper
- Notepaper, gift bags and gift tags
- Teabag papers and backers 
- Interactive verse creator
- Toppers and Decoupage
- Step-by-step projects
- Alphabets and much more!
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